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This article reviews common methods for two-dimensional dis

play of registered multimodality brain images and describes a
software package for presentation of merged MRI and PET
images that runs on a workstation with an eight-bit color display.

The software package displays merged brain images from mul
tiple modalities in a way that is readily manipulated, visually
pleasing and easy to interpret. The display method used, i.e.,
interleaving of alternate pixels with independent color scales, is
effective in producing merged images with high contrast-detail for

each volume. Interleaving images from different volumes creates
unusual perceptual effects, one of which is the apparent camou
flage of low-contrast signals by high values in the paired volume.

Methods: The camouflage effect was thought to arise from per
ceptual merging of adjacent pixels. An observer experiment was
conducted to investigate this tendency of high-activity PET data
to obscure low-contrast detail in interleaved MRI data in spite of

the digital independence of neighboring pixels. Four observers
were presented with 20 combinations of signal plus background
targets with uniform mask images, using a two-alternative
forced-choice experimental design with 50 trials per combination.

Results: The psychophysicalevaluationof the abilityof human
observers to detect the simple test objects in an interleaved
image presentation indicated a statistically significant camou
flage effect of one volume on the other for some combinations of
target and mask. The concept of perceptual merging of adjacent
pixels was able to predict which combinations caused the great
est degradations in performance. Conclusions: The image in
terleaving approach to the display of two-dimensional slices from
registered image volumes makes efficient use of an eight-bit

color display. Contrast resolution of both individual volumes is
high compared with that in other techniques and the volumes are
presented in familiar color scales. However, the method yields an
unexpected camouflage effect that tends to obscure low-contrast

signals. The practical effect of such camouflage on the interpre
tation of clinical images remains to be investigated.
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.he field of neuroimaging has been concerned for some
time with the relationship between functional and struc
tural information (1). Various techniques exist to register
anatomic volumes obtained from MRI or CT scanners to
functional volumes obtained from PET and SPECT cam
eras. Various methods that present the results of registra
tion operations so that they can be easily interpreted are
currently being investigated (2-6).

Techniques to display registered image volumes on 8-
and 10- to 24-bit workstations have been previously dis
cussed (3-9). Workstations with limited (eight-bit) color
capabilities impose severe constraints on techniques that
present composite (or "fused") volumes. This article re

views common methods to visualize registered structural
MRI and PET (or other) functional volumes, describes a
software package that has been developed at the Minneap
olis Veterans Affairs Medical Center (VAMC) for two-
dimensional display of registered volumes on an eight-bit
display system and, finally, presents the results of a study
of the VAMC visualization approach in regard to the de
tection of low-contrast signals in fused images.

TECHNIQUES FOR TWO-DIMENSIONAL

PRESENTATION OF REGISTERED IMAGE VOLUMES

Parallel Display
In this approach, slices from two or more registered vol

umes are displayed side by side, with shared or independent
color scales. For an eight-bitcolor display system, 256colors
are divided (evenly or unevenly) among the volumes. Spatial
connections between matched slices are made by grid mark
ings, simultaneous pointing or simultaneous display of re
gions of interest (ROIs) (9-14). An advantage of this ap
proach is familiarity, i.e., slices from individualvolumes can
be presented in their conventional color scales. Users do not
need to translate their mental atlas of anatomic and func
tional data to a new presentation space. A disadvantage is the
user's difficultyin visually judging spatial registration. There
are well-known visual illusions in which judgments of the
relative sizes of circles (Titchner illusion) and the lengths of
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lines (MÃ¼ller-Lyerillusion) are affected by their surroundings
in side-by-side presentation (75).

Color Compositing
Color compositing (also referred to as opacity-weighted

compositing) is a computer graphics technique used to
form composite images of overlapping objects of varying
opacity (76). This method requires an additional level of
encoding for data representation, i.e., each volume has an
associated "matte" that defines the locations of its influ

ence on the composite image. Matte values vary from zero
(no coverage) to one (full coverage). A multiplicative fac
tor, w, can explicitly address the opacity of a volume by
scaling its matte values. This technique has been used in
both two-dimensional and three-dimensional image presen
tation of composite volumes (73,77-22). Color compositing

makes full use of the spatial correlation of two volumes and
removes this burden from the viewer. Manipulation of
color, matte and opacity allow the user to change the
emphasis given each volume to the extremes of presenting
each volume in its "pure" form. Compositing two vol
umes, each represented in 256 colors, requires 2562 colors

in the displayed image. For an eight-bit display system, the

volumes must be coarsely quantized to use this method.

Red, Green, Blue (RGB) Color Encoding
This encoding uses the three primary colors (RGB) to

represent each of a pair or trio of volumes. The color of the
displayed pixel is an additive mixture of the two (or three)
colors. The color scales of the individual volumes may be
selected so that equal contributions from both volumes
result in a colored pixel [R and G = yellow (3,23,24)] or in
a gray pixel [R + 0.5 G and B + 0.5 G = gray (Â«)].

As with color compositing, the method requires coarse
quantization of the data volumes. Spatial registration infor
mation is readily available to the user; however, the user
must determine the contribution of pixels from the individ
ual volumes by hue and lightness [in terms of the hue-
lightness-saturation scheme of color description (25)].

Wahl et al. (24) uses this method in fusing MRI and PET
body images; Alfano and Ney (3,70) discuss fusing differ
ent MRI sequence volumes. In such fusions, discernment
of the relative contribution of pixels is done by judgment of
a hue shift, with pixels that "reinforce" each other at

midhue and increased brightness. Assessment of the abso
lute value of pixels in either volume requires recognition of
the fact that a pixel represented by the maximum bright
ness of G in one volume can run the gamut from maximum
G to maximum yellow in an RG composite image with a
corresponding increase in brightness. This may make the
method awkward when functional and anatomical images
are combined. It is important to relate activity level to
spatial location in this case.

Hue and Lightness Encoding
The method of hue and lightness encoding of volumes

for presentation is similar to RGB encoding. However,
hue, saturation and lightness are commonly assumed to be

independent descriptors of color (26,27), which suggests
that they are better suited than RGB to represent multi-

variate data. Techniques described in the literature have
focused on hue and lightness variations, with saturation
kept fixed (25). Weiss et al. (7) encoded paired MRI se
quence volumes with 256 hues and 4 lightnesses. Wells et
al. (5) encoded paired MRI sequences with 64 hues and 64
lightnesses, and Hawkes et al. (9) and Hemminger (6)
encoded paired MRI and PET volumes with 32 lightnesses
for the MRI and 8 hues for the PET data. Choice of the hue
gamut has been fairly arbitrary, although Wells et al. (5)
describe an experiment in which observers expressed a
preference for the popular hot-body (or "hot-metal") color

scale over a uniform chromaticity hue scale, and Crowe et
al. (4) showed that hot-body and RGB scales compare

favorably with the uniform chromaticity scale to convey
sharpness and intensity differences.

As with RGB encoding, it may be difficult to link uni
form areas cognitively in one volume when the area in the
paired volume is nonuniform. Human observers have been
shown to have difficulty recognizing identical hue values
when a lightness difference is present (26). Variance in the
lightness of a pixel modifies the perception of its hue, i.e.,
a phenomenon known as the Bezold-Briicke effect (27,29).

This effect may be slight in a hue scale with large shifts
between adjacent steps. However, a potentially more se
rious effect arises when anatomic and functional data are
merged. When lightness is controlled by the anatomic im
age, the functional activity is partially constrained to follow
anatomic boundaries, i.e., at very low lightnesses, a pixel
is perceived as nearly black, regardless of the functional
activity level. When the range of lightness or hue is com
pressed to a single value, each volume can be interpreted
independently; however, a hue-encoded volume is less eas

ily interpreted than when it is encoded in hue and lightness
or lightness alone. It has been noted elsewhere that "the

psychological similarity of colors is arranged around a cir
cle, therefore differences in color are hard to interpret as
increases in quantity" (30).

Alternate Pixel Presentation
This technique differs from the methods discussed ear

lier. Each pixel displayed on the screen is derived entirely
from one or the other volumes, without an algebraic com
bination. Each volume uses independent color scales, not
necessarily RGB or hue-lightness scales. [This method
may be familiar from computer graphics as the "screen-
door transparency" approach (25).] Hawkes et al. (9) used

this approach on an eight-bit color system for presentation
of registered SPECT and MRI images. Although an eight-

bit display system imposes limitations on this technique, as
it does on the other compositing methods, the restrictions
are not as severe. The 256 colors available represent N +
M values, instead of N x M values; therefore, N and M can
be larger for both volumes. An apparent advantage of this
approach is that the individual volumes may each be pre
sented with familiar color scales, as is done in a parallel
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RGURE 1. Interleavedpresentationofreg
istered pseudo-TI MRI volume and FDG-PET
volume from a normal volunteer.

display. Hawkes et al. described this method of presenta
tion as "visually pleasing" but difficult to interpret because

of color mixing. The software package described in this
article uses alternate pixel presentation; however, in contrast
to Hawkes et al.'s result, at this institution, the method is

considered both visually pleasing and easy to interpret.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Merged Display Package
The merged volume display package accepts as input two sets

of volume data (e.g., MRI and PET) that have been previously
registered to each other and the Talairach atlas by another pro
gram that provides a variety of alignment techniques (31 ). The
package is written in PV-WAVE version 3.10 (Precision Visuals
Inc., Boulder, CO) and runs on an eight-bit color SPARCstation

(Sun Microsystems, Mountain View, CA) supporting X windows.
Images are fused with the pixel "interleaving" method (alternate

pixel presentation) on a slice-by-slice basis. Paired slices, which

have previously been rescaled to pixel values of 0 to 255, are first
receded into odd and even pixel values, respectively. In effect, the
data is reduced from eight to seven bits.

After receding is done, the two registered slices are multiplied
by "checkerboard" masks to select alternate pixels from each.
Each square of the checkerboard is a single pixel, i.e., "black"
squares select pixels from the odd-valued slice and "white"

squares, from the even-valued slice. The resulting interleaved

slice has the same pixel dimensions as the originals. In the color
table of the display, RGB values assigned to odd-numbered en
tries show the odd-valued MRI pixels; even-numbered entries

select the PET pixels. Figure 1 illustrates the image interleave
presentation of a trio of registered MRI and PET slices of a normal
volunteer. The MRI volume is a pseudo-TI study (a linear com
bination of 20- and 80-msec scans), presented with a linear gray
scale. The PET volume is a [18F]fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) study

presented with a hot-metal color scale.

The package initially presents interleaved axial, coronal and
sagittal slices at the center voxel of the brain volume. Menu
buttons on the display (Fig. 1) allow navigation through the vol
umes, identification of structures and adjustment of the display
characteristics. The user interface of the display package is en
tirely mouse driven. Navigation may be accomplished in three
ways. First, soft buttons allow single-slice translations through

the volume in the x, y and z directions. Second, the user may
select a point of interest in any of the three orthogonal slices, with
an automatic update of the other two slices. Third, the user may
select an anatomic structure from a list of locations based on the
Talairach atlas or a list of ROIs defined at this institution. The
program then displays the trio of slices that correspond to that
location. The "mark" and "what" soft buttons, respectively, flag

the point of intersection in the three displayed slices and identify
the Talairach structure nearest to the selected point. "Mirror"

moves the point of intersection from one hemisphere to the other;
slices are updated as required. The "zoom" option allows the user

to select any enlargement factor up to 10.0. Both volumes are
zoomed by bilinear interpolation (registration is maintained) and
then interleaved for presentation. Slices can be zoomed about the
point of intersection or about the center of each slice.

The "lut" soft button allows selection and manipulation of the

color scale that represents each volume and the degree of empha
sis given each volume. The user may select one of nine basic color
scales to be applied to either volume. The current color scale for
each volume is presented as a color stripe next to the menu. Color
scales for each volume are manipulated completely independently
from one another. Each color scale retains the adjustments made
to it even when it is deselected, i.e., this allows a user to switch
between maps without readjustment.

Brightness and contrast can be controlled by window and level
adjustments and also by means of histogram-based modification of

the color scale. As the value of each pixel is its key into the color
table, histogram modification effectively assigns new colors to the
pixel values. The pixel value histogram of the entire volume is
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used to calculate a histogram equalization map (32). The user
selects a weighting factor that controls the histogram equalization
applied; the final mapping is a weighted combination of a linear
and histogram equalization map. Histogram modification can cre
ate a nonlinear color scale that cannot be matched with window
and level adjustments.

The final adjustments available to the user control the apparent
emphasis given each volume in the interleaved presentation. The
user may instantly "hide" either volume, which sets all its color

values temporarily to black. The user may also select a degree of
emphasis for the color scale of each volume. When the emphasis
of the color scale is decreased by one volume, its apparent trans
parency is increased (an emphasis of zero is the same as hiding the
volume).

SignalDetectionExperiment
A small two-alternative forced choice (2AFC) observer perfor

mance study was designed to study the "camouflage" effect of

interleaving on the detection of test objects in images displayed on
the workstation. The percentage of correct decisions in a 2AFC
study is theoretically equivalent to the area under a receiver
operating characteristic curve, although 2AFC designs usually
require a greater number of trials to achieve the same error in the
estimated area. However, because the observer is forced to
choose an image, 2AFC methods allow measurement of the ability
to detect objects at the threshold of visibility, without regard to
the observer's willingness to "call" a low-visibility signal (33).

Four target images (signal plus background represented in gray
scale) and four mask images (uniform field represented in hot-

metal color scale) were tested in combination. The signal in the
target images consisted of a light square superimposed on a darker
background square, with a 1-pixel white frame on the background.

The images were noise free. The set of target and mask combina
tions is shown in Figure 2. Each combination of target and mask
images was presented to each of four observers in 50 trials on the
same workstation under the same ambient lighting conditions.
The duration of presentation of each trial was not restricted, nor
were the observers constrained to remain at a fixed distance from
the screen. All trials of a target/mask combination were presented
in a single session, and the order of sessions was randomized
across the observers.

RESULTS

The Weber ratio describes the minimum incremental
change in luminance (AL/L) at which a simple disk of
luminance AL + L can be detected against a background of
luminance, L (29,34), For photopic vision (luminances
greater than about 1 cd/m2), the Weber ratio is constant

with respect to luminance but varies with the temporal and
spatial frequency of the target. The smallest (most sensi
tive) value of this constant is approximately 0.01 (27). The
luminance response of the SPARCstation monitor was
measured for each color of the interleaved gray and hot-

metal color table. The luminance ratios of adjacent entries
in the gray and hot-metal color scales were greater than the

maximum sensitivity threshold for all but the lowest values
in each scale (where the luminances were so low, 0.02
cd/m2, as to be indistinguishable by the photometer). These

data are consistent with the results of other researchers
(35) and indicate that the lowest contrast targets should be

detectable. However, the luminance ratio threshold for
normal working conditions is expected to be greater (i.e.,
less sensitive) than 0.01.

The luminance ratio partially describes the effect when a
uniform mask image is interleaved with a target image.
Over the area of the signal, the average luminance is
0.5 â€¢(AL,arget + + 0.5 ; over the background
the luminance is 0.5 â€¢i-target + 0.5 â€¢Lmask. The inclusion of

Lmask in this way is mathematically equivalent to an in
crease in the background luminance without an increase in
AL. This causes a reduction in the luminance ratio for the
target. This "merged" luminance ratio was calculated for

each of the 20 target/mask combinations. Table 1 illustrates
the luminance ratio degradation caused when uniform
masks are interleaved with the target images. The effect of
interleaving the brighter masks with the darker targets re
sulted in luminance ratios near or below the maximum
sensitivity threshold value of 0.01. For these combinations,
a reduction in observer performance in target detection
was predicted in spite of the physical independence of the
target and mask pixels and the additional cue of color
difference.

The average detection rates for the observers are pre
sented in Table 2. The reductions in detection rate are
roughly consistent with the pattern shown in the change in
luminance ratio in Table 1. For the combinations with
luminance ratios less than the minimum threshold, all ob
servers were essentially guessing about which image con
tained the signal. Based on a binomial distribution with
N = 50 and alpha = 0.05, detection rates of 92% and lower

for an individual represent a statistically significant degra
dation in performance compared with that of noninter-

leaved images (100% detection rate) (36). The superscripts
on the entries in Table 2 indicate the number of individuals
that showed significant degradations.

DISCUSSION

The software package presented here, which uses the
image interleave method to present registered two-dimen

sional brain slices, is a tool for navigation and interpreta
tion of paired volume dataseis, be they MRI with MRI,

TABLE 1
Luminance Ratio of Target-to-Background* as a Function of

Mask Luminance

Luminance of mask (cd/m2)
Luminance ' '

of target No mask 0.02 2.63 20.30 52.10

1.345.4933.8869.430.1360.0700.0310.0230.1330.0700.0310.0230.0420.0460.0290.0220.0070.0140.0180.0180.0030.0060.0120.013

Target background is the next gray level less than the target. Mask
values correspond to pixel values of 1, 85, 171 and 247 in a hot-body

scale. Target values correspond to pixel values of 54, 86,170 and 252
in a gray scale.
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FIGURE 2. Signal plus backgroundtargets in gray scale inter
leaved with uniform masks in color scale. The central signal sub
tended approximately 1.1Â°of visual angle. For the purposes of illus

tration, the signal is stronger than that used in the 2AFC experiment.

PET with MRI or PET with PET. Compared with other
techniques, the process makes good use of the limited
capabilities of an eight-bit color display system by mainte

nance of contrast resolution and the use of familiar color
scales. In Figure 3, the registered MRI and PET pair is
presented with image interleaving, color compositing, RG
encoding and hue-lightness encoding methods, as de

scribed previously.
There is an obvious contouring effect in the functional

data values for all but the image interleaving approach. The
level of functional detail available in the interleaved slices
is markedly higher than that with the other methods. In the
presentation of anatomic and functional data, it is perhaps
acceptable to show only a few levels of activity, but when
two anatomic dataseis are merged, the artifact is more
objectionable. Another, more subtle distinction exists
among these presentation techniques. As predicted by the
mechanism of hue and lightness encoding, PET activity
levels in the hue/lightness slice are not apparent when the
MRI values are at or near minimum. In the area of the
sinuses, for example, activity shows well in the RG, com
posited and interleaved slices but shows poorly in the hue/
lightness-encoded slice. The potential to impose anatomic

TABLE 2
Percentage of Targets Detected in Two-Alternative Forced

Choice Trials as a Function of Mask Value

RGURE 3. Axial MRI and PET slicespresentedwith alternate
methods. (A) Image interleave, i.e., MRI in gray and PET in hot-body
scale. (B) Color compositing, i.e., MRI in 30 gray steps and PET in
8-step hot-body scale with a uniform matte. (C) RG encoding, i.e.,
MRI coded in linear red and PET coded in linear green. (D) Hue-
lightness encoding, i.e., MRI in 30 lightness steps and PET in 8 hue
steps (minimum lightness value is nonzero to allow hue changes to
be discerned). For B to D, the color stripe represents MRI encoding
in the vertical dimension and PET encoding in the horizontal dimen
sion.

Luminance
oftarget1.34

5.49
33.88
69.43Luminance

ofmaskNo

mask100%

100
100
1000.02921*

100
981

992.63961

100
961
95220.30654

903

100es?52.10544

52Â«92*73s

'Average signal detection rate for four observers. Superscript indi

cates no. of observers exhibiting a significant reduction in detection rate.

RGURE 4. Interleaved,pureand hiddenvolumes.(Center)Inter
leaved MRI and PET slice. (Upper left) Interleaved MRI slice, with
PET slice set to black. (Lower left) Noninterleaved MRI slice (odd-
value encoding). (Upper right) Interleaved PET slice, with MRI slice
set to black. (Lower right) Noninterleaved PET slice (even-value
encoding).
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boundaries unwittingly on activity data is a drawback to
this method.

Although the interleaved pixel presentation package has
been favorably received by users at the VAMC, a question
remains as to the effectiveness of merged versus individual
presentation of two-dimensional slices. There are several

observations to be made about the characteristics of inter
leaved images, as illustrated in Figure 4. The interleaving
of two differently colored volumes gives the appearance of
one partially transparent volume overlaying another. At a
comfortable viewing distance of approximately 16 in., us
ers have commented that they tend not to perceive indi
vidual elements of the checkerboard unless the contrast of
adjacent pixels is high. As mentioned previously, the abil
ity to hide either slice allows independent interpretation of
its pair. However, as can be seen in the upper left and
upper right slices of Figure 4, when one of the interleaved
slices is hidden, the remaining slice retains spatial detail
but appears dark compared with a noninterleaved slice.
Another effect is that colored slices are more vivid when
displayed alone than when interleaved with gray slices. A
potentially more serious effect observable with interleaved
images is that low-contrast structures in the MRI volume

seem more difficult to perceive when interleaved with the
colored PET volume.

These effects may be explained by the fact that the
SPARCstation monitors used have pixel matrices of 1152 x
900 on a field of 11.5 x 9.0 in. At a viewing distance of 16 in.,
the maximum spatial frequency of the interleaved image is
approximately 14 cycles/degree of visual angle. At the lumi
nance levels obtainable with a typical cathode ray tube (2-
200 cd/m2), the spatial contrast sensitivity of the eye peaks at

less than 5 cycles/degree and falls off by a factor of 10 at 14
cycles/degree (34,37). Unless the contrast of adjacent pixels
is very high, a 2 x 2 square of adjacent pixels tends percep
tually to merge into a larger "megapixel."

The perceptual merging concept explains the seeming
invisibility of the checkerboard and the reduction in bright
ness and vividness of interleaved images. When one slice is
hidden, its mate is displayed interleaved with a black back
ground. Averaging of black and colored pixels reduces the
brightness of the larger unit. Similarly, averaging of gray
with colored pixels results in a merged color with lower
saturation, although it may be either lighter or darker than
the original.

Perceptual merging of adjacent pixels is also a potential
reason for the apparent camouflage of low-contrast struc

tures. Signal detection theory and experiments have stud
ied the ability of human observers to detect a simple signal
superimposed on a uniform background, i.e., the threshold
of detectability is described by the Weber ratio of target-
to-background luminances. The merged ratio of signal-to-

background luminances is reduced when target images are
interleaved with uniform backgrounds. If the signal-to-

background luminance ratio is near the Weber threshold
ratio in a pure (noninterleaved) image, interleaving of a

uniform mask image with the target image may cause the
signal to fall below the threshold of detectability.

As noted earlier, Table 2 indicates that the camouflage
phenomenon reduces the ability of an observer to detect
gray objects at the minimum gray level of contrast that can
be rendered in interleaved images. The brighter the cam
ouflage color is, the greater the reduction in detection. For
several target/mask combinations, the reduction in detec
tion rate was shown to be significant at an alpha level of
0.05 in a one-tailed test of the hypothesis that no change

occurred in the detection rate. Also of note in Table 2 is the
fact that there is little difference in the detection of signals
in noninterleaved images and those interleaved with the
minimum mask luminance (only one observer exhibited a
significant reduction). This is analogous to the case of
hiding the masking volume, as shown with clinical data in
the left column of Figure 4. This result is interesting be
cause it complicates the procedure of interpreting merged
datasets if it is necessary to examine each dataset as non-

interleaved images to detect subtle features. The 2AFC
data suggests that the detection of low-contrast features

may not be significantly degraded if the masking volume is
simply hidden, i.e., without restoring the missing pixels in
the target volume.

Because clinical images exhibit both random and struc
tured noise that further obscures low-contrast features, the

camouflage effect may grow more pronounced with real
objects. However, when two images are not equally "im
portant," i.e., whenâ€”as is the case with these PET/MRI

mergesâ€”the MRI merely serves as a structural template

for the PET image, the camouflage effect may not be of
great concern. In spite of this potential shortcoming of the
image interleaving technique, its many advantages (ease of
use, visually pleasant images, high contrast-resolution and

familiar color scales) make it the method of choice for the
display of merged multimodality images on eight-bit color

displays.
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